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Introduction
Sakura Neko is a next generation meme coin that 

aims to build utility by building it’s own 

metaverse world and economy. We felt that this 

was the most natural evolution of meme coins to 

ensure their survival. 




Our vision 
The Club Neko 

Metaverse



Club Neko  
We’re building the future home of Sakura Neko 

and the largest meme coin game in the 

metaverse.


We’re creating utility for $NEKO by building a 

P2E game, community owned assets as NFTs, 

and a metaverse called Club Neko where $NEKO 

holders can meet and hang out.


We aim to partner with other meme coins to 

bring them into our metaverse.



Phase 1

Takeoff 



We’ve started development on 

the larger metaverse, minigames 

and Neko NFTs.

Development Kickoff

Introduce updated P2E 

tokenomics to benefit 

players and holders

P2E Tokenomics

Grow our Telegram, Twitter, 

Discord communites and 

holder count. 

Community Building

Start marketing efforts with 

giveaways, influencer and 

community engagement, 

and content.

Marketing Kickoff

Introduce minigames 

with $NEKO rewards

Minigames

Phase 1: Takeoff



Phase 2

Ignition 



Kick marketing into 

hyperdrive by engaging and 

partnering with large Youtube 

channels, celebrity 

sponsorships and P2E gaming 

communities

Marketing Hyperdrive

Launch of our Neko Arcade 

where holders can play and 

spend $NEKO on minigames 



Holders can further customize 

their experience with Neko 

Avatar NFTs and booster NFTs 

that give them perks while 

playing the games.

Neko Arcade

Neko Avatar NFTs that can be 

used in our future P2E game 

and Metaverse. It can be 

exclusively bought with $NEKO

Launch Neko NFTs
Phase 2: Ignition



Phase 3

Moon 



Launch of "Club Neko" a Club 

Penguin like online metaverse.



Holders can use their Neko 

Avatar NFTs and hang out with 

the community, play mini 

games in the Neko Arcade and 

play PVP with other players 

and earn $NEKO tokens.

Club Neko
Nekoswap: Holders can swap, 

stake and LP Neko tokens and 

other meme coins we partner 

with in the future. 



Nekomart: Holders can list, 

buy and auction their Neko 

NFTs and other meme coin 

NFTs we partner with in the 

future.

Nekoswap & Nekomart

Phase 3: Moon



Nekonomics



 1,000,000,000,000 Token Suppl

 9% Tax: 5% Liquidity – 3% Marketing – 1% Holders

 Tax-adjustable to benefit the project and to allow flexibility for CEX listings  
and future event

 Token will be used as the main currency for our metaverse 

Nekonomics



Important 
Links



Important Links

https://twitter.com/SakuraNekoToken

https://t.me/SakuraNekoBSC

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/sakura-neko/

 https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/sakura-neko

https://www.dextools.io/app/bsc/pair-
explorer/0x0cb9cf58205a14bd74e5fccf97fcfa6d9d35dcfe

https://t.me/SakuraNekoAnnouncements

http://t.me/SakuraNekoBSC

